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It is the reaction from the strength of the impact
between the water that exits the jet and the
surface of the water behind it that propells your
jet ski. The power developed at the exit of your
impellar will thrust foward a 400kg jet ski easier
than it will a 650kg boat however the RPM of your
PWC will be exactly the same, it is only the
dynamic of the reaction that changes.

Consequently theWave Boat adds no extra strain
to the engine of your PWC and therfore also
keeps your PWC warranty entirely valid.

Your Jet Ski...
Thanks to our compatability kits available for every jet ski on the
market (except Seadoo Spark) and our boat buckle strap system the
Wave Boat is compatablewith all Yamaha. Seadoo, Kawasaki Ultra
and I5Fmodels.
This patented system keeps the jet ski perfectly connected to the boat
and prevents anymovement.
If youwish to switch jet ski to anothermodel or brand but keep you
Wave Boat? No problem, just change your compatability kit and you
will be ready to go again.

Why
AWave Boat is not only a boat, it is a boat propelled by a jet ski.While
on any other boat you are propelled by a classic boat engine, with the
Wave Boat your engine is a real toy, a true adrenalinemachine that
can nowbe enjoyed by thewhole family.
It takes only 30 seconds to set your PWC free from theWave Boat
and to then let the power and reactivity of the jet ski do the talking.
Never before has a jet ski been so practical and open to amultitude of
users, never before has a jet ski been able to satisfy all the boating
needs of an entire family. TheWave Boat allows you to speed around
while others sit back and relax.



Propulsion
Thanks to the Wave Boats propulsion by jet engine, the Wave Boat
offers an incomparable comfort of navigation; the safety of an engine
with secured impellar, a low draft and immediate power and
uncompared maneuverability.
The low draft means trailering difficulties become a thing of the past,
trailering has never been so easy.
Wave Boat also allows you to explore new area’s and beaches, just
ride right up to the beach with ease and without worry. Every body
can be safely in the water without fear of propellars. It is boating
without limits which means fun for all.

Navigate
Wave Boat is approved as a class C boat, certified up to 2 meter swell
and force 6 winds, a very sea worthy craft. The Wave Boat allows
you to navigate to area’s previously prohibited to jet ski.

With the Wave Boat you will widen your playground from the sea to
inland waters. Swicth, any time, any place from a family boat to a high
performace speed machine within a matter of seconds.

Conceived as a genuine boat the Wave Boat floats perfectly without
the jet ski.

Share
A jet ski has now become a family fun factor, never before has a jet
ski been so open to be enjoyed by all. Wave Boat opens the door to
enjoying the fantastic thrill of jet sking with all the family, both young
and old.

With Wave Boat everybody is catered for, those who want to relax
and enjoy the water can sunbathe on the boat while those who wish
to dose up on adrenaline can detach the ski and have their fun, an
impossibility with any other boat available. Wave Boat means
excellent fun factor for absolutely everybody.



Abrand newmodel to the
rigid range the 444 is handy,
compact and super reactive.
The 444 is a rocket jet boat in
its own category of fun.

Up to 5 people on board and
lots of storage for your picnic,
towel orwater games.With
its sharp and deepV hull, the
444 is perfect in choppy

waters, andwith its incredible
manouverability, it is the ideal
model for the sport getaways,

sharedwith freinds.

The 444 is best for occasions
of fun filled activity, especially
towing and in general a fast
moving outing on thewater.

Length Overall : 4.44m
Beam : 2.24m

Max Passengers : 5
Max Speed : 83kph

CE Rating : C
Weight : 310kg



Thanks to its wake tower and its excellent
power-to weight ratio, whatever the engine, the
444 Black Wake is designed for those who love
the thrill of jet sking and shared water sports.

Easy to drive, handle, trailer and tow thanks to its
compact size and low weight, the 444 White

Sharp is simple and handy. The best option if
you look for a real boat at the best value money!



Designed for 6 people, the
525 is cosy and great for the

family. With its two back
sunbeds, its removable table
in the front (allowing between
4 and 6 persons all around), it
is the ideal companion for fun

outings with friends and
family.

The 525 is designed so that all
passengers have a bed to lie
down onn in maximum com-
fort, a great boat for lazing
around on the water while

those who want to can whizz
around on the jet ski.

Thanks to its category C rating
it allows you to sail in both sea

and lakes where you will
appreciate its versatility in

towed sports.

Length Overall : 5.25m
Beam : 2.36m

Max Passengers : 6
Max Speed : 83kph

CE Rating : C
Weight : 350kg



With its table that converts into a large sunbed
the sundeckwill be your best friend for those
lazy afternoons. Jet ski or catch a tan, your

choice.. or do both!

Riders, thewake package becomes essential
when youwant to practisewakeboarding in the
best conditions and the 525 allows you to share

the experience.

Choose your favourite song on your phones
playlist, share it on the bluetooth sound system,

get comfortable under the large bimi
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The 656 is themost luxuriousmodel of
theWave Boat range. Spacious and
very user friendly, this model has all of

the qualities of an open boat.

Awide space in the bow, a powerful
look, a high bowbut above all a design
dedicated to the comfort of all 7

passengers.

This is the perfect model for sea
outings, a truewater park allowing
you to switch in seconds between jet
sking, wakeboarding, diving or lazing.

TheWave Boat 656 is availablewith
the highest umber of extra’s making
for a truly fantastic day out, all in all a
recipe for greatmemorieswith family

and friends.

Length Overall : 6.56m
Beam : 2.46m

Max Passengers : 7
Max Speed : 78kph
CE Rating : C
Weight : 600kg



-

Day or night, calm or rough water , the Wave
Boat 656 full wake brings all the comfort of

an open boat. Sound system, fresh
water system, deck shower, a real floating

cozy nest.

With its wide back platform and its Wake
tower, the 656wake offers the best layout
for your Wakeboard sessionswith friends.

After chilling in the rear swimming lounge
(with jet ski removed), rince yourself quickly

under the deck shower and lay down
comfortably on the large sundeck, the

sunscreen in one hand and a nice book in the
other.



Available in twomodels, the 575 and
626, accomodating 8 and 10 persons,
the RIB is the greatest partner for

group outings.

Hypalon tubes for longevity, a perfect
sea keeping and a low draft allowing
access to any cove but above all
unrivalled power toweight ratio!

With its sleek design the RIB combines
sensation and practicality. Themost
seakeepingmodel in the range the RIB
will offer a superb ride in all certified

weathers.

Length Overall : 5.75m / 6.26m
Beam : 2.45m / 2.50m
Max Passengers : 8 / 10

Max Speed : 92kph / 83kph
CE Rating : C

Weight : 250kg / 350kg



With its structure allowing you to tow a
wakeboard or to attach your rod and fishing
gear, the RIB Wake combines sportiness

and practicality. Jet-fishing lovers, theWake
model is made for you.

If you are a diving or flyboarding enthusiast,
don’t look further,with its 220 liters front
storage, the sunbedwill quickly become

indispensable.

You’ve always dreamed of taking your friends
on a jet tour, noproblem,make themall sit

around the tubes of your Wave Boat 575 and
share with them the thrill of jet-skiing.



2 Backstep Storages

Pack Name

Length Overall

Beam

Draft

WeightWithout PWC

Maximum Payload

Maximum Passengers

MaximumSpeed

CE Category

Compatability kit

Hull Gelcoat Colour

Sealver Sticker

Wake Board Rack

TableWithCoushion

AudioPack Fusion - Silver / Gold

Navigation Pack

Water System

Wiring System

Extra pack

Storage

Hypalon Tubes 1100 DTEX / 1670 DTEX

Wake Board Tower

Bimini Top

Enjoy right now our brand newpacks
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Comfort Cushions

Right Back Bench

Left Back Sunbed



The Wave Boat PRO series is an
essential tool for all water based
emergency services and armed

forces. Utilised by both military and
rescue services around the world it
provides one of the most versatile
craft for marine based operations.

Now rescue crew can benefit from
both the personell capacity of a boat

but the low draft, power and
manouverability of a jet ski.

Powered by jet ski the Wave Boat
PRO Series adds a significant element

of safety with no propellars causing
added hazard.

With its extreme handling,
unparalelled power to weight ratio
the Pro Series RIB is also one of the

fastest and easiest to drive of rescue
vehicles.

Made with a kevlar reinforced hull the
Pro Series is as robust as any other

rescue RIB.
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The launch of the Z line (in 6 and 7meters)
marks a unique standard in RIB that
combines luxury, leisure, comfort and

performance.

Designed to unleash the phenominal power
of a 300HP jet ski and to increase the

comfort of a 6 & 7meter RIB as if it were a
10meter, the HYBRIS product paves the

way for propulsion choice.

The outboard has its own tank, depending
upon the chosen option, core or jet, a

second tank is used either as a reserve for
the outboard or a pump to refuel the jet ski.

Space is a luxury! The Z line holds 10
passengerswith a comfort level formerly
reserved to bigger boats; a successful
challenge thanks to notable innovations,
especially on the tubes in order tomaxi-
mise seating spaces at the stern and gain

volume for the sunbed.

Six storages are available to organise life
on board, the carpets are thick and stretch
all theway to the edges. OVer the top;
some cuhions are quilted, a soft and

luxurious touch.

A shower, numerous electrical outlets to
charge a device orwatch amovie under
the stars, spacious dining space, fridge,
kitchen corner. Z Line stands for freedom

over anything else.

The Z-Line range is based on the new
generation of HEVO hulls. Resolutely turned

towards the extreme enhancement of
performance. The HEVO hull design opens up the

current limitation of overmotorisation and
consumption to a remarkable future.

Based on the latest hydrodynamic simulation
algorithms, which allow the study ofmarine

innovationwith a precision of approximately 1%
accuracy, the HEVO hull is already part of a new
era of Rigid Inflatable Boats as they becomemuch

more fluid, more comfortable and above all
considerablymore fuel efficient.

From the first tests, the evolution offered by the
HEVO hull is considerable. HEVO hull design

reduces friction, turbo charges air inwards and
drastically reduces spray to practically zeromaking
for amuchmore enjoyable open boat experience.
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+44 (0) 1425 280044
info@waveboat.co.uk
Unit 13-14 Avro Business Park
Mosquito Way, Christchurch
Dorset, BH23 4FN, UK

www.waveboat.co.uk

The Best

#Sealver
#Waveboat

#Waveboatuk
#Waveboatlife
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